ECONOMICS QUEST
VIS COMMERCE SOCIETY

PREFACE
A brilliant mind once rightly said- “Creativity
is intelligence having fun!”
To give this thinking a practical shape, team
Commerce Society , through its dedicated
perseverance, collaborative efforts, splashes
of creativity and enthusiasm, brings forth
you, our 11th Newsletter Edition, that aims at
expanding economics as an umbrella term
and looking into various aspects in the same
field. Through this edition, we’ve tried to give
our readers a tour of the economics concepts
through a concatenation of works by our
dedicated members, quizzes, DIYs, events
and reports.
We hope, that by the end of this newsletter,
you’ll be filled with latest economic news,
events and guidelines and ready to partake in
our world!
Feliz viaje!
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ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION
THEORY
~ Aarushi Bisht, XI Hilltop
In the 1970s and 1980s, the economic theory of asymmetric information was developed as a
convincing explanation for market failures. According to this theory, market failures can
occur when buyers and sellers have an imbalance of information. George Akerlof, Michael
Spence, and Joseph Stiglitz were the three economists behind the development of the
theory of asymmetric information for which they were awarded the Nobel Prize in
Economics in 2001.
When one party to an economic
transaction has more material
knowledge than the other, it is viewed
as a situation of Asymmetric
Information,
also
known
as
information failure. It usually occurs
when the seller of a good or service
has more knowledge than the buyer.
Almost all economic transactions have information asymmetries, however, in certain
transactions where the seller knows more about the goods being sold than the buyer, the
former can take advantage of consumers. Sometimes, the opposite can also happen.
For instance, a second-hand car salesman knows if there are any defects with a particular
car, but the consumer is unaware of such a defect. As a result, the consumer will spend
more than he/she would have, had he/she known about all the defects in the car.
There are two types of asymmetric information – moral hazard and adverse selection.
Moral hazard occurs when there is
asymmetric information between
two parties yet one party's behaviour
changes after a transaction is made
and adverse selection refers to a
situation in which sellers have some
information about the product’s
quality that buyers do not have, or
vice versa.

How can Assymetric Information be beneficial?
Even though asymmetric information is characterised as
an imbalance of information and unequal knowledge
between parties in an economic transaction, it offers
certain advantages.
Asymmetric information helps professionals in certain
fields gain more knowledge. Pharmacists, architects,
doctors, teachers, and other experts, for example,
constantly strive to improve their knowledge in order to
remain at the top of their game. Because experts and
professionals view their clients as reliant on them,
asymmetric information also enhances their efficiency
in specialised fields.
In terms of skilled labour, asymmetric information is
considered as a desirable result of a healthy market
economy, where employees specialise in a trade,
become even more productive, and provide higher value
to workers in other trades. It is also beneficial to the
economy and society in terms of increasing efficiency.

How can the problem of Assymetric Information be fixed?
AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION
This approach is vital since it involves
providing
consumers
with
more
opportunities to access information.
Although it is nearly impossible to present
all of the information at once, the consume
should have enough information to make
an informed decision. As a result, not only
will customer satisfaction improve, but the
overall quality of the product will improve
as well.

SUBSIDIES AND TAXES
In the case of market imperfections, government intervention
through policies is fairly common. For example, the healthcare
industry is not fully competitive since someone may benefit
more and someone else may suffer more. The principle stands
to benefit the most due to asymmetric information, therefore
controlling the healthcare labour market. Many doctors or
health specialists benefit from monopolistic practices by
taking additional charges from patients. The government
strikes a balance between losers and gainers mainly by
imposing greater taxes on doctors and providing subsidies to
health care recipients.

WARRANTIES AND GUARANTEES
Consumers can use these benefits to protect themselves against defective goods. It gives
them the assurance that the product is of high quality, and that if there are any problems,
they may return or replace it within a certain time frame. This is also helpful when
negotiating prices.

Click on the image to view the source of this article.

CHINESE AND AMERICAN
DOMINATION
~Mehak Puri, XII Riverdale

We have been way too focussed on the rivalry between China and America as both
have been going at each other in an economical-political war, that we've overlooked
how the two countries are leaving the rest of the world behind.
In the early 2000s, America was recovering
from the dot-com crash and China was
undergoing the painful transition of
privatisation; many predicted Europe, with
its giant integrated market via its currency
union, would be the hub of economic
activity and entrepreneurship. The reality
could not be further from these predictions.

77 of the world’s 100 most valuable
firms are from America or China,
whereas Europe’s contribution has
fallen from 39 in 2000 to 15 today.
What factors led to this geoeconomic
transition?
Europe
managed to create an economic
union but failed to develop a
political one, and so politics got in
the way of a single integrated
market. America and China did well
due to large home markets which
helped firms scale quickly. They
also benefited from a very young,
educated labour force and deep
capital markets.

China boasts a ruthless 996 work ethic of 9
am to 9 pm, 6 days of the week, and America
has similar philosophies. Much of the
American dream is built on ruthless work
principles. In terms of politics, both
countries have laws which are very
conducive to big businesses, creative
destruction
and
rapid
growth.
Entrepreneurship is also highly respected,
culturally in these two countries. In
countries like India, it is frowned upon and
more traditional white-collar jobs are
preferred. This, combined with less
autonomy for children in these cultures
from their families, has led to much lower
entrepreneurship rates.

Will China and America maintain control
moving into the future?
From a political perspective, Biden’s focus on protectionism
and business taxes could dampen big business in America.
Similarly, some of the Chinese communist party perceive big
business as a threat to the party’s power and social stability,
evidenced by their actions against Jack Ma.

I'll leave you with 3 questions:
1. How much of China and America’s dominance in big business can be
attributed to politics?
2. Which countries have the potential to be the future juggernauts in
the business world?
3. Lastly, are big businesses even a good thing?

THE ART OF SUCCESSFUL COMMERCE
~ Shitij Goyal (XI HT) and Ruhin Agarwal (XI DD)
We’ve all heard of companies spending huge sums of money on advertisements on
television and posters but some secretive and unheard marketing strategies by
multinational corporations can leave us speechless. Companies generally target consumer
behaviour to sell products. These secret strategies pour in millions of dollars for the
companies of which consumers are unaware of. These strategies vary from simple
practices that make the user feel special to manipulating ratings and potential cues that
can make one doubt the objectives of these MNCs. Whenever we buy a product from a
renowned company, we go to social media and advertise it for free without realising that we
have become a tool in the advertising strategy of that company (does a certain beverage
brand come to mind?) Companies create trends and hypes, go into controversies just for
increasing their sales. However some choose to stay low and yet they succeed in capturing
the market.

STARBUCKS
Starbucks, the Seattle-based coffee company employs
an unorthodox marketing strategy, prioritising parties
and other in-person interactions over large-scale
national advertising campaigns. Starbucks uses the
strategy to interact with their customers and make
them believe that every customer is important. They do
so by asking and writing the first name of the customer
on coffee cups. Earlier, Starbucks used to write
customer names on their receipts because they had too
many orders. They later discovered that writing names
improves not just job productivity but also brand
awareness. Customers feel that that cup of coffee
belongs to them and no one else and thus experience a
sense of ownership. Most people post a picture of their
coffee cup from Starbucks on social media. However
they do not do so if they bought coffee from an XYZ
company. Thousands of people who post these photos
do not realise that they are indirectly marketing the
company’s product for free. This way, Starbucks saves
money by not collaborating with social media
influencers.

Zara is another multi-billion dollar empire that
saves big time by not advertising extensively. One
of the key features of Zara’s marketing strategy is
creating a sense of urgency. They change their
products on display every two to three weeks. This
makes customers think that if they don’t buy a
product right now, they might not see it again.
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Adding 'limited edition' to their billboards and tags has certainly surged their sales.
According to Harvard Business School, Zara spent only 0.3% of its revenue on media
marketing. Although they don't spend money on TV advertisements, newspapers, or radio,
they still have a strong social media presence. Unlike traditional advertising, social media
provides Zara with significant information in the form of likes, saves and comments, all of
which are taken into account while developing new goods.

A lot of us believe that doughnuts don’t need advertising and Krispy Kreme agrees with us.
Dwayne Chambers, Chief Marketing Officer at Krispy Kreme said that they hardly spend on
traditional media and get most of their sales through word of mouth. They spend a lot on
their employees. Each and every employee is made to attend training at Krispy Kreme
University, where they are taught how to prepare doughnuts, maintain restaurants and most
importantly, marketing. They also invest in distinct, high-visibility locations and always have
a wide window looking into the doughnut-making process from the outside, this is another
approach to remove barriers between the brand and its customers and thus, inviting them to
come in and try something new.

APPLE

Today, everybody wants the latest gadgets. Majority
of the people desire an iPhone. Apple products create
an everlasting demand, but the question that needs to
be asked is. 'What is so compelling about Apple's
products?' Apple's products are a hit because of the
customer loyalty that it offers. It offers quality with
outstanding customer experience. You don't need a
fortune to buy an Apple product .It surely is a little
higher than your budget but that is how the
consumers believe that the iPhone is a superior
product. This establishes it as a good of ostentation.
If one buys an Apple product, then he/she is tempted
to buy the whole family of products owing to the
cutting edge quality of the products. This helps the
company get a tremendous amount of sales from
limited buyers.

A Brand which was originally developed by Julius
Maggi in 1872 in a small town of Switzerland is now
a 'must have' in every middle-class kitchen in India.
Maggi has several products but the most famous
one is the range of 2 minutes noodles. The price of
the product is lucrative and cheap and it comes in
different packs. It is advertised as a ready-to-eat
product that can satisfy hunger with a cooking
time of just under 2 minutes. Practically, no one
has ever been able to make a packet of noodles in
under 2 minutes. This model has generated huge
profits for Nestle. It's considered a smart move
keeping in mind the middle-class consumers.

MAGGI

CONCLUSION
Some companies try to make the consumer feel special, while some go for extensive social
media campaigns, others offer experiences that are limited. Understanding these
marketing strategies gives us a precise picture of the same and enables us to make better
decisions as consumers.

WOMEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
~Ragini Balaine , Maithilee Singh , Kaaina Yadav
Guided by Ms.Kanika Sareen

Women entrepreneurs are a proud section of women who innovate, initiate and run a
business concern. Around 50 years ago, the idea of a female entrepreneur managing her
own company would have seemed ambitious at best. In spite of widespread discrimination
and gender inequality against women, women entrepreneurs started their rise to fame.
Women who are business owners can achieve financial independence without relying on
the status quo. In the last 20 years, women entrepreneurs' statistics have shown that the
amount of female business owners has increased by almost 114% worldwide.
In this golden age of globalisation and start-up booms, India is clearly seeing a revolution
vis-à-vis women entrepreneurs. In former days, for women there used to be the 3 KsKitchen, Kids, Knitting, then came the 3 Ps- Powder, Pappad, Pickles and now at present
there are the 4 Es- Electricity, Electronics, Energy, Engineering. Indian women have
undergone a long series of development and growth and are becoming increasingly
successful in all spheres of professional activities.
Women entrepreneurs tend to be highly motivated & self-directed, they also exhibit a high
internal locus of control & achievement.In fact, in certain businesses, women
entrepreneurs are doing exceedingly well and they have even exceeded their male
counterparts. However, at the moment, only around 13% of businesses in India are owned
by women.
In India, women face several problems while carrying out economic activities or while
undertaking entrepreneurial tasks. Women entrepreneurs face various socioeconomic
problems, as traditionally; people expect women to take care of the house.

1. Finance
Finance is regarded as the 'life-blood' for any enterprise, be it big
or small. Women entrepreneurs, however, suffer from shortage of
finance on two counts.

First, in most cases, women do not have property
on their names, which they can use as collateral for obtaining
funds from external sources. Thus, their access to the external
sources of funds becomes limited.
Second, the banks often consider women less credit-worthy. They
discredit women borrowers on the belief that they can at any time
leave their business. This forces women entrepreneurs to rely only
on their own savings.

2. Minimal support
In some rural areas, education has still not reached to every
female. This lack of education stands as a barrier for them. There
is no doubt that even without proper education, women are highly
skilled in their areas of expertise, which enables them to earn
money.
Focussed programs for their education, entrepreneurial events
catering to them and their industry, podcasts etc. would enable
them to overcome this challenge. It would make way for not only
an educated work force, but would also give rise to new
entrepreneurs.

3. Social barriers
Women entrepreneurs do not have an organisational set-up to
pump in a lot of money for canvassing and advertisements. Thus,
they not only face difficulties while starting but also a face stiff
competition while marketing their products with both – the
organised sector and their male counterparts.

4. Stiff competition
The traditions and customs prevailing in Indian society end up
standing as an obstacle to women. This limits their growth and
prosperity. In rural areas, women face even more severe social
barriers. These social barriers could easily be overcome by
education and positive legislation.

To overcome this, it becomes extremely important to help women understand
the competition. It is also important to highlight the differences between the
entrepreneur and the competitor. To attract customers, the entrepreneurs
should clarify their messages. This will help women entrepreneurs to
overcome stiff competition.
Entrepreneurship has gained currency across the globe and femaleentrepreneurship has become an important module. India is one of the fastest
growing economies and the importance of entrepreneurship is being realised
across the gamut. When a woman moves forward, the family moves, the
village moves and the nation moves with her.

EVERYTHING ABOUT
CRYPTOCURRENCY
~Kshitij Sighroha, XI Riverdale
Some of us are acquainted with what cryptocurrency means, some of us are partially familiar
with this term, while many of us are confused about what cryptocurrencies are and what is
their position in the financial market nowadays. A cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual
currency that is secured by cryptography, which makes it almost impossible to counterfeit or
double-spend. What do these terms mean? Counterfeit means ‘made in exact imitation of
something valuable with the intention to deceive or defraud’, and double-spending is a
potential flaw in a digital cash scheme in which the same single digital token can be spent
more than once. Cryptocurrency ensures that there is a minimum degree of fraud involved in
the digital payment system. The first cryptocurrency-BITCOIN-was created by the developer
Satoshi Nakamoto. In its early years, Bitcoin didn’t have any competition in the newly minted
realm of digital currency. As new types of cryptocurrencies began to emerge by 2011, the race
to create more crypto was on.
Talking about the new types of cryptocurrency, the first
blockchain-based cryptocurrency was Bitcoin, as discussed
above, which still remains the most popular and most
valuable. There are thousands of other cryptocurrencies
that vary in functions and specifications. As of August. 2021,
there were over 18.8 million bitcoins in circulation with a
total market cap of around $858.9 billion.
Today there are thousands of new cryptocurrencies in the market which are aimed towards
providing new features and functions. Most of them are based on similar principles that
established Bitcoin. Such valuable assets are encrypted with specialised computer codes
called cryptography and generally stored in digital wallets that allows users to handle and
trade their coins easily safely. The terms crypto-coins and crypto-tokens are used
interchangeably but the fact is that both provide different functions.
Coins are built on their own blockchains and are
considered as a form of currency, for example,
Ethereum(ETH) is the cryptocurrency based on the
Ethereum blockchain. Tokens too are built on existing
blockchains but the difference is that they aren’t
considered as currency. Just like a coin has two sides,
cryptocurrency has advantages as well as disadvantages.

Talking about the advantages, cryptocurrencies makes the transfer of funds between two
parties easier without the need of a trusted third party like a bank. Fund transfers are
completed with minimal processing fees, allowing users to avoid the steep fees charged by
banks and financial institutions. Cryptos have an anonymous nature that provides benefits
of privacy like protection for activists living under a repressive government, but this
anonymous nature of cryptocurrency transactions makes them well suited for a host of
illegal activities such as tax evasion, terror funding, etc.

What is the future of cryptocurrencies? The limitations faced by cryptocurrencies such as
the risk of one’s digital fortune being erased by a computer crash or the possibility that a
virtual vault may be looted by a hacker, may be overcome in time through technological
advancements.The number of merchants who accept cryptocurrencies has increased but
they still remain a minority. Lastly, no currency can function without the faith of the public,
this is one of the biggest challenges for a Crypto-Cash future.
While the craze of Bitcoin started about a decade ago, today there are thousands of
different cryptocurrencies that investors want to invest in and learn about them. The
emergence of Bitcoin has sparked a debate about its future and that of other
cryptocurrencies. Despite Bitcoin’s recent issues, its success since its 2009 launch has
inspired the creation of alternate cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum, Litecoin, and Ripple.
This is just a brief explanation of what cryptocurrencies are and what benefits they offer
along with the drawbacks. If you are planning to invest in cryptocurrencies, then it may be a
good idea if you know how this game actually works.
"Bitcoin will do to banks what email did to postal industries."
-Rick Falkvinge

DIY AIR PURIFIER
~ Isha Dhull,XI Hilltop

STEP 1
Cut a rectangle in a
cardboard/shoebox.

STEP 2
Fit a surgical mask in the
rectangular window which
would do the job of a filter.

STEP 3
Fix an electric table fan
insidethecardboardbox

STEP 4

Cut a rectangle of the same
dimensions as before on the
lid of cardboard/shoe box and
putonthis lidon thesetup!

DIY HANDMADE PAPER
~Mannat Sachdev , XI Riverdale

MATERIALS REQUIRED
Water
Scrap Papers
Plastic storage tub or vat
Kitchen blender
Mould & Deckle (a screen attached to
a frame)
Wood boards OR sponge & rolling pin
Towels, wool blankets, cloth, or
other absorbent material

STEP 1
Cut or rip up your paper into
about 1 inch squares and
soak it in water overnight.
(adding food colouring is
optional ).

STEP 3
For this step, you’ll need a
mould and deckle. It’s
basically two frames that are
the same size, one with
screen attached.

STEP 2
Fill up a kitchen blender with
water. Throw in a good
handful or two of the cut up
scrap papers .
Blend. Keep blending until
it’s a pulp.

STEP 3 CONTD.
Dip the mould and deckle to the
bottom of the vat and scoop up .
As you lift it out , give it a quick
shake to let the papers align .
Let the water drain out.

STEP 4
Remove the deckle and cover the
mould with an absorbing material
Flip and transfer the wet sheet
from the mould to the flat,
absorbent surface.
Press down on the mould to
transfer the paper on the sheet
Peel the mould of the sheet.

STEP 5
Place a paper towel on top of the paper
and press on it with a sponge gently
Then ,start applying a lot of pressure
to the paper .
Keep putting paper towels on top to
absorb the water and repeat the steps.

STEP 6
Once the excess water is drained, find
a flat and smooth surface and place
your paper on top.
Handmade paper is ready!!

For full instructions on making paper , click here
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